MySQL in SaaS

Clickability Dramatically Improves
Performance and Scalability with
MySQL Query Analyzer
Clickability Overview
Clickability is the global leader in on demand Web Content Management, serving
over 350 million page views per month for hundreds of customers, including
NetApp, Philly.com and international packaging giant Amcor. As the first platformas-a-service for the entire Web content lifecycle, Clickability enables customers to
deploy Web content and applications significantly faster and more cost-effectively
than on-premise solutions. In addition to its content management and publishing
capabilities, the Clickability Platform also features an ad server, newsletter
services, polls and surveys, social media tools and web analytics that enable
Clickability’s customers to build stronger customer relationships and grow
revenue faster.

SaaS, Content Management
OS: CentOS
Application Server: Apache
Tomcat
Database: MySQL
Language: Java

The Business Challenge
Clickability uses MySQL to store the core application data which is used across
multiple applications to serve Clickability’s customers’ websites, including the delivery of 500+ million advertisements and 10+ million emails every month. With such
high traffic volume, even small problems in the SQL code can result in a huge waste
of time and computing resources. Therefore, improving database efficiency and optimizing the most frequently-used queries are among the top priorities for Clickability.

“The MySQL Query Analyzer allows

The MySQL Solution

us to quickly identify and optimize

MySQL Query Analyzer

our most expensive queries, so that
we can constantly improve our content management platform and scale
more efficiently. It also helps improve
our hardware utilization and makes us
more productive, which has a direct,
significant impact on our bottom line.”
Jeff Freund
CTO and Co-founder, Clickability

Clickability uses the MySQL Query Analyzer to improve the performance of its
database queries. The MySQL Query Analyzer is more elegant and comprehensive
than custom shell scripts and offers a level of detail beyond the basics. Through a
single panel that consolidates query activity and execution statistics, the MySQL
Query Analyzer provides Clickability with significant insight into the performance
of its publishing systems, offering a way to measure the impact of deploying new
features.
The Clickability Platform currently supports 8,000 users for content creation
and management. This results in 100GB of new content being generated every
month and 10,000 query executions every second against the MySQL databases.
The MySQL Query Analyzer allows Clickability to focus their performance-tuning
efforts in areas with the biggest opportunity for improvement, including the most
frequently-used queries, the queries returning the largest result sets and the queries
utilizing the most processing time. Next, by using the MySQL Query Analyzer
sorting and tagging functions, Clickability can spot expensive queries, track the
usage frequency and resource consumption, and then modify the application
code and SQL statements to optimize these items.

MySQL in Web Content Management
With the help of the MySQL Query
Analyzer, Clickability investigated the
cost of the most frequent queries and
successfully identified a time-consuming query which performed summary
and sorting functions but with no constraint on the size of its result set. By
enhancing the application code to
take over the sorting function and
limit the result set, Clickability was
able to reduce the database load and
double the publishing application’s
performance.
One major benefit of the MySQL
Query Analyzer, according to
Clickability, is that it immediately
generates meaningful data and actionable items, leading to significant
performance and scalability improvements. By identifying the bottlenecks
and removing them early in the
development and deployment cycle,
Clickability saves time and money in
debugging, gets better utilization of
their hardware, and scales with fewer
resources. All of these improvements
have a direct impact on Clickability’s
profit margin and bottom line.

Clickability

MySQL Enterprise Monitor
Clickability also leverages the capabilities of the MySQL Enterprise Monitor,
including the Replication Monitor and
Enterprise Dashboard, to simplify
database administration. The MySQL
Enterprise Monitor provides a wide
range of valuable data to help
Clickability gain insight into the performance of its replicated MySQL systems, including latency and lag times.
With the MySQL Enterprise Monitor,
SysAdmins can start monitoring and
administrating MySQL databases
quickly and be productive instantly.
This not only scales Clickability’s
MySQL database system, but also
enables them to scale their operations
resources. Without a dedicated DBA
on its 30 MySQL servers, Clickability
relies on its operations team to cover
both day-to-day system operations and
database administration. By providing
a single interface and easily-accessible
information, the MySQL Enterprise
Monitor helped Clickability smoothly
expand its operations team from three
to six SysAdmins.
With the easy-to-use MySQL
Enterprise Monitor, even Clickability’s
newest team members can identify
and evaluate issues quickly. This
would not have been
possible if Clickability
were using a proprietary
database, which typically
would require multiple
full-time DBAs to manage
the same number of
database servers.

One major benefit of the MySQL
Query Analyzer, according to
Clickability, is that it immediately
generates meaningful data and
actionable items, leading to
significant performance and
scalability improvements.
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MySQL Enterprise
Full Support & Less Risk for Your Production Database Applications
A MySQL Enterprise subscription includes the most comprehensive set of MySQL database software,
services and support so your business achieves the highest levels of reliability, security and uptime.
MySQL Enterprise includes:
• MySQL Enterprise Server – the most reliable,
secure and up-to-date version of the world’s
most popular open source database
• MySQL Enterprise Monitor – GUI-based tools
that continuously monitor your database and
proactively advise you on how to implement
MySQL best practices, including performance
tips and security alerts

Proactive database monitoring and
advisory tools are available exclusively
to MySQL Enterprise subscribers.

• MySQL 24x7 Production Support –
with guaranteed response times to assist
you in the development, deployment and
management of your MySQL applications.

About MySQL
MySQL is the world’s most popular open source database software. Many of the world’s largest and
fastest-growing organizations use MySQL to save time and money powering their high-volume Web sites,
business-critical systems and packaged software – including industry leaders such as Yahoo!, Google,
Alcatel-Lucent, Nokia, YouTube and Zappos.com.
For more information about MySQL, please go to www.mysql.com/enterprise
To contact MySQL online or via telephone, please go to www.mysql.com/contact
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